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Supermodes Tweaking the squeezing

Mode-dependent photon subtraction

Non-Gaussian operations are 
necessary for universality and 
to obtain any quantum speed-
up. On-off single photon 
detectors and photon 
subtracted states are some of 
the simplest non-gaussian 
resources. They can be 
implemented in our multimode 
source.

Non-Gaussian Operations

Polynomial Gates

Effective transformation:

Quantum computing

Pump Shaping for State Engineering

Continuous-Variable Quantum Information Protocols 

Secret sharing

Cluster states

In measurement-based quantum computation, 
information is processed through local measurements 
on an entangled resource state (cluster state).

Cluster states can be represented as 
graphs and are characterized by 
nullifier operators. 

Experimental setup

Cluster states are also useful in other 
quantum information protocols, such as 
secret-sharing.

In SS, a dealer shares information with 
several players in such a way that they 
can only retrieve the initial message if 
they collaborate.

An SPOPO pumped below threshold acts as set of independent 
squeezers in a basis of modes with a broad spectral profile, 
called supermodes.  
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Squeezing

This allows to approximate any unitary transformation which 
is a function of the position quadrature.
But fidelity and success probability are state-dependent.

Tunable parameters
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Entangled!

Quantum Computing with Optical Frequency Combs

Can photon subtraction and other single photon operations be 
useful for quantum computation in continuous variables? 

The shape of the pump can be adjusted to optimize 
the squeezing spectrum.

An evolutionary algorithm can be used to find the 
optimal pump shape.

Non-gaussian entangled states can 
be produced subtracting a photon 
from a multimode squeezed state.
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